NEW FOR 2011
Lee 18 Cavity 00 Buckshot Bullet Mold

Eighteen cavity 00 buckshot precision-machined
mold produces 18 linked pellets per cast. No
need to individually count pellets — simply snip
three strands into your 12 gauge shell. Each
cast produces enough pellets to load two 12 GA.
shotshells. .330 ball diameter. #90486
Handles shown not included.

You don't need a press with all these
features to load ammunition —
but it sure is nice!
designed, cast, machined and assembled in the usa

Lee Breech Lock Classic Cast Press

The Lee Classic Cast now available with the
Breech Lock quick die change feature.
Cast iron construction with all steel linkage.
Durable, powder coated finish with the largest
opening and longest stroke in the industry.
Handle movable from right to left and length,
plus swing position is fully adjustable with a
48-tooth ratchet type handle clamp.
The industry’s largest 1 ⅛” diameter ram
guided by over twelve square inches of ram
bearing surface.
Primer catcher that works. PVC tube routes
spent primers directly to the trash can.
Frame machined to accept Lee quick
change Breech Lock Die bushings.
Change dies in an instant with a
quick 1/6 of a turn. #90999

Lee Breech Lock
quick die change

Lee Reloading Stand

Lock-Ring Eliminator

Breech lock quick change bushing with
integral lock collar provides unmatched
precision and convenience when adjusting dies. Split clamp positively locks die
into position. #90063 2-Pk

At last the perfect place to
mount your reloading presses.
Solid, sturdy and convenient,
perfectly sized for counter stool
or standing operation.
Thick, steel top is fitted with
the patented, quick change Lee
Bench Plate System, pre-drilled
to fit all Lee metallic presses.
Stand includes moveable
cartridge bin and convenient
shelf with two storage receivers
for extra presses or mounted
accessories. 39” high x 26” wide
x 24” deep. #90688

Presses
not included.
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